T
he World Wide Web was developed for open data sources, and most of the data developed on it is either semi-structured (such as HTML documents) or unstructured (such as text files and images). However, the Web also offers "hooks" to access structured data, usually through CGI scripts to backend databases. This opens the prospect of a single interface to potentially all Internet-accessible databases. The problem is that databases are fundamentally different from the open-access, freeform environment of the Web. Rather, they are by nature closed systems with rigid DBMS protocols for access and rigid schema for data.
Most existing techniques to support data sharing on the Web focus on either a small number of heterogeneous databases or on information discovery and brokering of unstructured or semi-structured Web-resident data. 1 WebFindIt is an ongoing project that aims to support the database equivalent of the World Wide Web by providing building blocks for a World Wide Database. Scalability is achieved through incremental datadriven discovery and the formation of information repository clusters, or groups, that share high-level meta-information. A special-purpose language called WebTassili facilitates the formation and maintenance of these groups, which individual databases join and leave at their own discretion.
WebFindIt is based on previous work for the FindIt project, 2 which addressed interoperability in very large multidatabase systems. WebFindIt extends this work to meet the requirements of complex Web applications. We have implemented the core concepts in a prototype using Web, Java, and CORBA technologies.
In this article, we review the WebFindIt conceptual design, the features of the WebTassili language that educate users about the information space, and a prototype implementation. We also present performance data that 
DESIGN OVERVIEW
WebFindIt offers an architecture and system to address three key issues in using Web-accessible data:
s Locating appropriate information sources. s Understanding the meaning, content, terminology, and usage patterns of the available information sources. s Querying these sources for relevant data items.
To reduce the overhead of locating information in large networks of databases, WebFindIt adopts a twolevel approach that organizes the information space into groups based on a common information type. It also documents the information types, and filters user queries through an infrastructure of co-databases. Figure 1 shows a simple schematic of coalitions and service links, two WebFindIt mechanisms through which databases participate in sharing information.
Coalitions and Service Links
A coalition is a group of databases specialized to a single common topic. It provides domain-specific information as well as terms for interacting within the coalition and its underlying databases; in other words, it provides an abstraction of a specific domain. A database can associate itself to one or more coalitions. Participating databases determine the coalition's size; small coalitions have an obvious advantage in reaching consensus about the descriptions of common parts of the shared information type.
Coalitions are related to each other by service links. The links contain only information that is directly relevant to information exchange between coalitions. They define the resources available to a coalition to answer requests that cannot be handled locally, offering a low-overhead alternative to information sharing using coalitions.
There are three types of service links:
s between two coalitions to exchange information-the service link contains a general description of the information to be shared; s between two databases-the service link contains a general description of information that databases would like to share; and s between a coalition and a database-the service link contains a general description of the information that the database (or coalition) is willing to share with the coalition (or database).
The differences in these alternatives lie in the way queries are resolved. In the first and third alternatives (when the information provider is a coalition), the providing coalition resolves the query. In the second case, however, the user is responsible for contacting the providing database. Databases generally join a service rather than a coalition when they are reluctant to show too many details of the information type they contain. In essence, services are a means for databases to be loosely connected to other databases or coalitions.
Technically, coalitions and service links differ in nature and environment. For instance, the establishment of a coalition may involve an arbitrary number of databases, whereas the establishment of a service link involves only two entities (either a database or a coalition). Also, any database participating in a coalition must share a certain information type with all other databases that are members of the coalition. In a service link, the exchange of information is directional; in other words, a database member of a service link can be either a provider or a consumer but not both at the same time.
Databases join and leave coalitions and service links based upon local requirements and constraints. Hence, internode relationships and the resulting metatypes are formed and dissolved as the system executes. This dynamic grouping makes information access more tractable by limiting the number of databases that must interact.
Documentation
Each database must code and store documentation that describes the behavior of the information types being made available. WebFindIt helps the source providers with mechanisms to document information in a way that makes it understandable to users. The users' environment must, of course, be equipped with the necessary helper applications.
The documentation mainly consists of a set of demonstrations for each database about what an information type is and what it offers. Even if two databases contain the same type of information, their corresponding information proxies, or co-databases, may exhibit different behaviors depending on the selected database.
The documentation is prepared once by the database exporter, when the database becomes a member of the World Wide Database. The documentation is located at the database site, so changes to its content can be performed transparently, and without changes to the WebFindIt system.
Co-Databases
Locating a set of databases that fits a user query requires detailed information about the contents of each database in the system. To avoid the problem of centralized information administration, WebFindIt creates a meta-information repository for each participating database. These repositories are called codatabases, and communications among them support information sharing in WebFindIt.
A co-database is an object-oriented database that stores information about the associated database and its coalitions and service links. A set of databases exporting a certain type of information is represented by a class in the co-database schema. (This means that a coalition is represented by a hierarchy of classes.)
In particular, every class contains a description about the participating databases and a description about the information type they contain. Some attributes describe an information type while others describe the databases that contain the type. Database descriptions include information about the data model, operating system, query language, and so on. Information-type descriptions include its general structure and behavior. Therefore a class instance in the coalition hierarchy represents an actual database and acts as its proxy.
The documentation (demo) associated with each information instance is stored in actual database sites. This is done both to maintain database autonomy and to allow modifications in the documentation with little or no overhead on the associated co-databases.
QUERYING WITH WEBTASSILI
WebTassili is a language developed to support WebFindIt's two-level approach to locating information in a World Wide Database; it also educates users about the information available. We focus here on those aspects of the language designed specifically for locating information sources and educating users. (WebTassili also provides constructs to maintain the information space; interested readers are referred to Bouguettaya, Papazoglou, and King for more detail.
)
WebTassili is designed to address issues related to the use, design, and evolution of WebFindIt. Privileged users, such as administrators, can issue both data-definition and data-manipulation operations. The formation of coalitions and services and the evolution of co-database schema occur through the WebTassili data-definition operations. A coalition is bootstrapped following formal negotiation between privileged users. The coalition-service schema is stored and maintained in co-databases. Because co-databases contain replicated data, a predefined protocol set is used to propagate schema updates appropriately.
General users may issue read-only queries. The distributed updating and querying of co-databases occurs through an interactive process. 2 Only system administrators can update the co-database.
WebTassili has the features of an object-oriented programming language because it operates on object-oriented databases, namely, co-databases. More specifically, WebTassili provides the following data-definition operations:
s class and object definitions (that is, structure and behavior); s operation definitions for schema evolution; and s operation definitions for negotiating schema creation and instantiation.
It also provides the following manipulation operations for metadata and data:
s search for an information type; s search for an information type while providing its structure;
s search for an information type while providing its structure and/or information about the host databases; and s query of remote databases.
To illustrate its user-education and informationsource-location capabilities, assume that a researcher wants to query WebFindIt for medical research conducted in hospitals. He or she can start the investigation by submitting the following WebTassili query:
Find Coalitions With Information Medical Research;
Because the search is based on what is currently accessible from the local co-database, WebFindIt starts from those coalitions of which the user's database is a member and checks whether they hold the information. If there is no match, WebFindIt picks another coalition and then asks the user whether it corresponds to the information type. This process is repeated until either a coalition is recognized or all coalitions are exhausted and no match is found.
Assume the system finds the local coalition, Research, which deals with this information type. The user query is then submitted to that coalition. If the user is interested in more specific information, a refinement query can be submitted:
Display Subclasses of Class Research
Let's say the coalition or class Research shows that it contains the subclasses: Medical Research in Hospitals and Medical Research in Universities. The user can then decide to query one of the displayed subclasses or continue the refinement process. In this case, the following query is issued to display instances of the first subclass:
Display Instances of Class Medical Research in Hospitals
The user is then shown many instances of Medical
Research in Hospitals.
Assume the user decides to query the Royal Brisbane Hospital database, which is an instance of that class. Before making this query, the user can learn more about the database by using a WebTassili construct that displays the information's WebFindIt documentation:
Display Document of Instance Royal Brisbane Hospital Of Class Medical Research in Hospitals;
This query result displays the available documentation formats from which the user can choose (for example, text or HTML). Assuming the user finds a database that contains the requested information, WebFindIt provides the attributes and functions to access the database directly.
WebTassili offers primitives to let users manipulate data drawn from diverse information sources. Users employ local functions to directly access the providing databases to get the actual data.
Assume that another researcher is interested in querying the system about private medical insurance:
If the local database includes no coalitions or service links that deal with this information type, WebFindIt checks whether other databases from the local coalition are aware of a coalition or service link that does. Say the system finds that the database Royal Brisbane Hospital (which is a member of the local coalition) is a member of another coalition Medical. The resolution of the user query is then conducted in this remote coalition. Let's say that the coalition Medical does not deal with the requested information type directly, but includes a service link with another coalition Insurance that does. A point of entry is provided for this coalition. In this way, a service link contains the resources available to a coalition to answer requests that cannot be handled locally. To establish a connection with a remote coalition, a user enters the following WebTassili query:
The user can now investigate this coalition, looking for more relevant information. This investigation might begin with the following three queries:
Display SubClasses of Class Insurance; Find Information Private Medical Insurance; Find Information With Attribute Insurance-type = "Single", Insurance-condition = "None";
If the user would like to make sure that a certain class in a coalition is there, the second query is best suited for the purpose. If the user knows part or all of the structure of the class, the system will try to match that structure to the actual structure of the class using the third query. If there is a discrepan-
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IMPLEMENTING WEBFINDIT
WebFindIt is implemented in a client-server architecture based on CORBA and Java technologies. CORBA provides a robust object infrastructure for implementing distributed applications, including multidatabase systems. 4, 5 Java allows user interfaces to be dynamically deployed over the Web. Java applets can be downloaded onto the user machine to communicate with system components. In addition, several Java technologies provide object and database access services for distributed applications. For instance, JDBC can be used to access SQL relational databases from Java applications. Java and CORBA offer complementary functionality to develop and deploy distributed applications.
Information sources, such as Oracle, ObjectStore, and mSQL databases, are registered as CORBA objects that communicate via CORBA's Internet Inter-ORB Protocol. IIOP provides a common communication protocol across multivendor CORBA object request brokers (ORBs). The current implementation uses OrbixWeb, VisiBroker for Java, and Orbix. Java is used to provide a Web-based support for WebFindIt. JDBC is used as a connectivity gateway to SQL relational databases.
HTTP/CGI and ActiveX/DCOM are other types of middleware technologies used for developing intranet-and Internet-based applications. However, the HTTP/CGI approach cannot support sophisticated remote server capabilities or data sharing among databases, and ActiveX/DCOM is only suited for Microsoft-based environments.
Furthermore, access to Internet databases interfaced using the CGI/HTML or ActiveX/DCOM will be possible at a minimal cost. Both IIOP and HTTP can run on the same networks as both use the Internet backbone, and interoperability between CORBA and ActiveX/DCOM is already a reality with the beta version of Orbix COMet Desktop.
WebFindIt Layers
In our experimental environment, users access CORBA objects from a Java-based interface. They navigate in object graphs representing the information source groupings and invoke operations on these objects. Queries are specified with WebTassili language primitives via a Java applet-based user interface. The queries are routed via a CORBAbased broker to relevant servers for processing. Query routing decisions are based on metadata that describe information about information source servers. The metadata are stored in the co-database servers associated to the information source servers.
The WebFindIt components are grouped in four interactive layers, as shown in Figure 2 .
Query layer. The query layer gives users access to WebFindIt services through two components: the browser and the query processor.
The browser is the user's interface to the information. User interactions are transformed into equivalent WebTassili statements that are communicated to the query processor. Information returned by the query processor is interpreted and displayed appropriately. The browser is implemented using Java applets for query formulation, metadata manipulation, and data and metadata display and browsing.
The query processor receives queries from the browser, coordinates their execution, and returns the results to the browser. WebTassili queries submitted by the browser are pre-processed to check their syntax. The query processor follows an algorithm that determines the steps for the query resolution. Each time a query from the browser is received, a new instantiation of the execution plan is initialized. The query is decomposed if needed.
The query processor interacts with the communication layer (next layer), which dispatches WebTassili queries to the co-databases (metadata layer) and databases (data layer). The results are returned to the query processor by the communication layer.
The query processor is written in Java and provides access to CORBA services, namely, VisiBroker for Java, OrbixWeb, and Orbix objects. processor and co-database/database servers. The query processor interacts with the servers without knowing where they are on the network or how they accomplish their tasks. The communication layer locates the set of servers that can perform the tasks. It responds to the query processor's tasks with information about these servers and information about data stored in the servers. This component is implemented using a network of CORBA ORBs, namely, VisiBroker for Java, OrbixWeb, and Orbix. CORBA supports the encapsulation of services (that is, co-database and database servers) as sets of distributed objects and associated operations. These objects provide interfaces to access servers.
The query processor communicates with CORBA ORBs either directly when the ORB is a client-server Java ORB (such as VisiBroker) or via another Java ORB (for example, using OrbixWeb to communicate with Orbix). ORBs communicate with each other via IIOP and provide the location and implementation transparency for co-database and database servers.
The basic components of the communication layer are the Global Query Object (GQO), which is an instance of the Global Query Class; the CoDatabase Server Objects (CDSOs), which are instances of the Co-Database Server Class; and the Database Server Objects (DSOs), which are instances of the Database Server Class. The GQO is the query processor entry point to the communication layer. CDSOs and DSOs are CORBA objects that encapsulate WebFindIt servers.
When the query processor wants to interact with the communication layer, it creates a GQO. A GQO controls the submission of queries to the appropriate CDSOs and DSOs. CDSOs (DSOs) control submission of queries to the co-database (database) servers. GQOs process the results returned by the CDSOs (DSOs).
Intelligent Path Finder (IPF) is a component designed to help the system choose the "best" ORB to access a co-database. In WebFindIt, any coalition may be accessed through multiple ORBs. Therefore, if a database belongs to several coalitions, its co-database will be potentially accessible Metadata layer. The metadata layer consists of a set of co-database servers that store metadata about the associated databases (information type, location, coalitions, service links, and so on).
A typical co-database schema contains subschemas representing coalitions and service links that deal with specific types of information. The first subschema represents coalitions and consists of a lattice of classes, where each class represents a set of databases that can answer queries about a specialized information type. Another type of co-database subschema contains a subschema of service links that the database has with other databases and coalitions and of service links that the coalitions of which it is a member have with other databases and coalitions.
The description about coalition and service links includes information about points of entry, such as a URL, and contacts with those coalitions. Other descriptions provide information to select the best point of contact if there is more than one point of entry in the target coalition. The subschema representing the set of coalitions and service links will be the same for all databases that are members of the coalition.
All co-databases are implemented in ObjectStore (C++ interface). WebTassili primitives are implemented using ObjectStore schema methods of the co-database.
Data layer. The data layer has two components: databases and Information Source Interfaces (ISIs). The current version of WebFindIt supports relational databases (mSQL, Oracle, Sybase, DB2) and object-oriented databases (ObjectStore). An ISI provides access to a specific database server by delivering requests from the communication layer and retrieving results from the database. The ISI provides the query primitives (for example, OpenDatabase, GetInformation, and CloseDatabase). The current WebTassili implementation translates WebTassili queries to the native local language, and translates results from the native system format to WebTassili. This translation is facilitated by using the interface advertised and exported in the codatabase. The interface is exploited for mapping WebTassili query to a local native query.
We provide for a possible ISI located at a site different from the database site. In this case, the ISI relies on another gateway protocol (such as JDBC) and can be associated to several information sources.
Access to relational and object-oriented databases that support a Java interface is provided via a JDBC bridge. Access from CORBA objects implemented in Java to object-oriented databases that support C++/C interfaces is provided by embedding C++/C code in Java using Java's native method facility. Access from Orbix objects to object-oriented databases (ObjectStore) is straightforward as both Orbix and ObjectStore support C++.
In this way, the ISI can convey queries from the browser to the underlying DBMS and results from these systems back to the browser by using the Call Level Interface (CLI) routines of these systems.
Layer Interactions
In the initialization phase, the co-database and database servers register with a CORBA ORB in the communication layer. Thus, the communication layer can receive queries from other components.
When a database server becomes a member of the WebFindIt system, both the database and its associated co-database are registered with the communication layer (that is, the corresponding CDSO and DSO are created) and its ISI is initialized (that is, it is connected to the database).
A user interacts with WebFindIt via a Java applet viewer or a Java-capable Web browser using the WebFindIt browser. The browser issues user queries to the query processor, which uses the communication layer for querying the servers.
If the query is for metadata, the co-database servers answer queries about information sources. After obtaining information about relevant databases, the user can submit a data query. In this case the query processor generates an execution plan for the query and uses the communication layer to locate the applicable ISIs.
On receiving a query, an ISI routes the query to the database server, fetches the results from the server, and returns them to the query processor via the communication layer. The query processor composes the results and returns them to the browser for display.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To illustrate the viability of this architecture and show how to query a global information system using WebFindIt, we have implemented a healthcare application. The application works with 13 databases. As shown in Figure 3 , each database has its own co-database. The 26 databases (databases and their co-databases) are implemented using four different DBMSs: Oracle, mSQL, DB2, and ObjectStore.
In WebFindIt's two-level query system, a user would typically start by submitting a query about a specific area in the healthcare domain. The system finds that both Medical and Research provide relevant information and displays these in the browser window. To display all members (databases) of, say, the Research coalition, the user can either click on the Research coalition or submit the WebTassili query "Display Instances of Class Research."
The browser displays the available databases. Selecting a database generates a display of the available documentation formats. Figure 4 shows the selections leading to the display of an HTML file documentation for Royal Brisbane Hospital database. After locating and understanding the content of the Royal Brisbane Hospital database, a user may decide to query actual data. WebFindIt gives users the option of embedding queries in the native query languages of underlying databases. Say the user now wants to know about the Medical Students who are doing internships in the hospital (Medical Students is a type exported by the database Royal Brisbane Hospital). As the underlying database supports SQL, the user can use the SQL statement "select * from medical_students" to get the required information. Once the definition of the query is accomplished, the query is submitted for execution by clicking on the Fetch button.
Evaluation Results
Evaluating the performance of the WebFindIt system is a major aspect of the implementation. One problem we encountered was the lack of any benchmarking we could use to assess our system. Therefore, we were left with the task of designing our own set of parameters to evaluate performance. Because this is a preliminary analysis, the number of experiments was not high on our agenda. We were more interested in getting enough measurements to have preliminary assessment of the WebFindIt performance.
The experiments were run with the architecture depicted in Figure 3 . The setting is a 10-Mbit, Ethernet-based local area network. Physical databases and co-databases were running on a variety of Sun Sparcstations, including IPX, Sparc 5, Sparc 10, and Ultra 5 machines-all under Solaris v2.6.
The experiments aimed to identify bottlenecks when executing a query. The idea was to measure the time each query spends in the major components of the WebFindIt system. We identified four major components: query processor, ORB (co-databases), IIOP, and co-databases.
We also identified a set of query classes for our experiments: display coalitions, display subclasses, display instances, display services, display documentationtypes, and display documentation.
We then collected the data depicting 100 executions of each query class. The experiments were run under average normal network traffic. Figure 5 depicts the response time for each query class. Figures 6-9 show the proportion of time each query class spends in each major WebFindIt component. The times shown are in milliseconds and represent averages of 100 executions for each query class.
Discussion of Results
In Figure 5 , the display documentation has a higher response time than any other. This is because the documentation query visits both the co-database and the actual database, as the documentation is stored in the database and not in the co-database. The dotted line in Figure 5 delimits the time this class spends in the components shared with the other query classes.
The next four graphs break the total time into portions spent in each major part of the system. The time spent in the query-processor component is shown in Figure 6 . The time spent in the codatabase component is divided in two: time within the CORBA server object (Figure 7 ) and time in the ObjectStore database (Figure 8 ). The time during which the query travels over the network, using IIOP, is shown in Figure 9 .
On average, the query spends a large portion of time in the query processor. We believe this is partly caused by the Java implementation language. Also, the query processor parses each result item into a new CORBA wrapper object. This is usually an expensive operation. We observe that the times shown in Figure 6 are almost linearly proportional to the number of items wrapped.
The time spent in the co-database server objects is uniform and short, as shown in Figure 7 . This is because a server object's main task is transforming the arguments received via IIOP into a call to the ObjectStore database. Programmatically, this is not an expensive task.
We also note that the time spent in the ObjectStore database is comparatively high (see Figure 8) . This is to be expected, as it is here where most of the processing occurs. More specifically, at this point of their evolution, object-oriented databases lag behind their relational counterparts in performance. In particular, the time taken by the instance query class stands out above the others. This result is attributed to the complexity of the query within the ObjectStore database. Not only are the instances of the current class returned, but also those of all its subclasses. Figure 9 shows the time each query spent traveling the network via IIOP. The only point of note is the exceptional value for the documentation query class. The doubled value reflects the requirement of this query class to travel first to the co-database and then to the actual database. This necessitates two IIOP communications.
The preliminary results show the two most expensive sections of the system to be the query processor and the ObjectStore databases: the for- mer because the implementation language limits performance, and the latter because the internal operation is quite complex. IIOP communication time is also high. However, the protocol itself is unlikely to change, so the efficiency of IIOP communication is likely to remain the same.
Our hope is that system performance will improve as Java and ObjectStore continue to
RELATED WORK IN WEB INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AND BROKERING
There is a large body of relevant literature on information extraction, access, and integration. The work most closely related to WebFindIt is in Web information-retrieval systems and Web information-brokering systems.
Most IR systems emphasize how to build an indexing scheme that will access information efficiently given some hints about the resource. For a good review of the IR approach, see Gudivada et al. 1 Internet information-gathering systems, such as GIOSS 2 and Content Routing System, 3 take an approach similar to IR. In general, all of these systems emphasize improved indexing techniques without addressing issues like organization of the information space, terminological problems, and semantic support for user requests. The use of Web search engines such as Lycos and Web Crawler often returns results that are irrelevant or outdated. Metasearch engines, such as MetaCrawler and IBM InfoMarket, address this problem to some degree, by building a metasearch tool on top of multiple conventional search tools. 4 Though useful, search engines present some fundamental drawbacks from a database point of view:
s the indexes rapidly become out of date; s the search capabilities are limited; s the returned results lack precision; and s no organization of the information space is considered.
The database community has addressed some limitations of Web search tools by proposing a uniform, declarative interface for Web data sharing; examples include the database-like languages W3QL 5 and WebSQL. 6 These languages tend to abstract the unstructured collection of Web documents by using a graphical organization. Web pages are represented as nodes in a graph with a fixed set of attributes, using one single type. Some combinations of textual retrieval with structure and topology-based queries are supported. The Araneus project investigated the generalization of these languages. 7 The project emphasized previous work on building structured schemes of Web information, and proposed a data model that could describe the inner structure of pages. However, Araneus used mainly IR-based techniques that do not fully address database topics. These techniques improve Web search tools by adding some complex query capabilities, but the languages lack environment support for describing, locating, and accessing the heterogeneously structured and semi-structured data on the Internet. Systems based on information brokering look for data-sharing solutions in the context of a large, dynamic information space. Components can be structured, semi-structured, or unstructured sources, but existing systems focus mostly on unstructured and semi-structured data.
Kashyap 8 presents a good survey of information-brokering systems. Those based on mediators and domain ontologies offer interesting capabilities in mediations and translations, though they lack the facilities for information organization, user education, and information source location available in WebFindIt. 9 The Websemantics project 10 is a recent example of the Web brokering approach.
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CONCLUSION
WebFindIt is an ongoing project for describing, locating, and accessing data in large networks of databases-essentially, an effort towards achieving a World Wide Database. The current implementation uses state-of-the-art technologies in the Web (Java), distributed object computing (CORBA), database APIs (JDBC), and databases (object-oriented and relational); it constitutes a successful working prototype. The preliminary performance evaluation points to problems that are largely related to the use of Java as the implementation language. However, new JIT compilers promise Java performance that will rival that of C++. Several extensions are contemplated, including the use of agent technologies and reflective techniques to deal respectively with dynamic service links and with semi-automatic system maintenance. We also are actively developing query-processing optimization techniques for Web-accessible databases. Coming to IC in January 2000: "A MILLENIUM MOSAIC"
This issue will feature some of the key shapers of the Internet as they examine its evolution and the role the Net is likely to play during the first decade of the new millennium.
